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MISSION BRIEFING
In these troubled days of cold war between NATO and theWarsaw Pact, our secret intelligence o�ficers
frequently encounter bombs of USSR origin that require immediate defusal.
Unfortunately, these field servicemembers rarely know how to defuse a bomb, so they will call you and your
team of bomb defusal experts. Use this manual to talk the o�ficer through all the steps required to defuse the
bomb. Because every bomb is di�ferent, ask for precise descriptions and ask precise questions. And always
keep inmind the prime directive:

THEMANUALHOLDERSCANNOTSEETHEBOMB,
ANDTHEOPERATORFACINGTHEBOMB ISNOTABLE TOREADTHEMANUAL!

Identify the di�ferentmodules of the specific
bomb as quickly as possible, as time is crucial.
Keep calm, read the regarding chapters
carefully and guide the o�ficer through all the
required steps.
Also, try tomaintain a positive attitude – a�ter
all, the survival of your o�ficer will rely on your
ability to work together as a team.
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THE TIMER
You need to disarm all bombmodules before the timer runs out.

WIRES
If you see a set of di�ferently colored wires and a timer, congratulations:
You have found a bomb! And an extra villainous one. Be sure to bring your side-cutter
and cut the one deciding wire.
�ere are seven wire slots, wires are counted from top to bottom.

THREE WIRES
Identify the wire to cut with the following table:
All wire colors are di�ferent Cut the wire in themiddle
Twowires have the
same color…

…Green Cut the first green wire
…Yellow Cut the third wire
…Blue Cut the second blue wire
…Red Cut the wire which is not red

All wires have the same color Cut the first wire
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FOURWIRES
identify the interface on the back of the bomb to cut the correct wire.
Hold the device carefully over your head and look at it from below.
Formore information on interfaces refer to Appendix B of this manual.

If the interface is… XLR or Robotron Micro-Ribbon D-Sub DIN
Cut this wire… Red Blue Yellow Green

FIVE WIRES
Be extra careful not to cut the wrong wire by adhering all of the rules below:

1) If a wire has an empty slot directly above it, don't cut it (unless the bombwas built a�ter 1978*,
in this case don’t cut a wire with an empty slot directly below)

2) If there are at least two wires of one color, don't cut the first one of these wires
3) Never cut a blue wire, unless there are at least two red wires
4) Never cut the first wire, unless it is yellow (green if the bombwas built before 1975)

* formore information on themanufacturing date, refer to Appendix A:�e Serial Number
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SIX WIRES
Be extra careful not to cut the wrong wire by adhering all of the rules below.
Depending on the interface* (see table below):

1) Never cut any wire located directly below a wire of color A
2) Never cut any wire located directly above a wire of color C
3) Never cut any wire of color D if there are at least two wires of color B
4) If a wire of color A is next to an empty slot, don’t cut it
5) Only cut a wire of color C if there are at least two of them
6) Never cut the first wire (unless the bomb features an interface withmore than 20 pins*,

in this case never cut the last wire)

If the interface is… ROBOTRON CENTRONICS CANNON DIN
Color A is… Yellow Blue Red Green
Color B is… Red Yellow Green Blue
Color C is… Blue Green Yellow Red
Color D is… Green Red Blue Yellow

* formore information on interfaces, refer to Appendix B: Interfaces
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SEVENWIRES
All wires have to be cut according to the following sequence:

1) �e slot of the first wire to cut depends on the date when the bombwas built
(see table below, wire slots are counted from top to bottom)

2) �e secondwire to cut must have a di�ferent color than the wire that will be cut in step 6)
3) �e third wire to cut must have the same color as the wire in step 5)
4) �e fourthwire to cut must have an already cut wire directly above it
5) �e fi�thwire to cut must be in one of the three possible slot positions indicated by the batch number on

the back of the bomb
6) �e color of the sixthwire to cut depends on the interface on the back of the bomb (refer to the section

"FourWires" of this manual)
7) �e last wire to cut must have the same color as the wire that was cut in step 1)

Never cut two directly neighboring wires one a�ter another!
Never cut twowires of the same color one a�ter another!

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982
Early 1 3 4 3 7 2 6 4 5 7 2 5 1
Middle 6 2 5 4 6 4 1 2 1 3 7 3 6
End 4 7 2 3 1 5 3 7 5 6 1 7 4
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CHEROKEE CODE TALKERS
During theWorldWars, the USNavy relied on Native American code talkers to
transmit radiomessages without the need for encryption.When given a letter-number
combination, the letter defines the row, the number defines the word of the Cherokee
Nation Constitution (counting from le�t to right).
Enter the word in themodule in order to defuse it.

CHEROKEE NATION CONSTITUTION
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OSCILLOSCOPE
If you are confronted with an Oscilloscopemodule, you will eventually find out if you
are on the samewavelength with your team.�e steps to take depend on the correct
identification and description of the waveform you see.
Waveforms can be categorized into the following types:

WaveformCategory Base Shape Variant A Variant B Variant C

Sine

Rectangular

Triangular
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Depending on theWaveform, follow the procedures below. Once the waveform is reduced to a �lat line the
module is defused.Watch the LEDs labeled 1 / 2 / 3 to find out which stage the oscilloscope is currently in.

STAGE 1:
1) If the waveform is SINE or TRIANGULAR, andmoving from le�t to right, press
2) Otherwise, if the waveform is RECTANGULAR or SINE,moving from right to le�t, press
3) Otherwise, if the waveform is TRIANGULAR, press
4) If none of the above applies, press

STAGE 2:
1) If the wave is moving from right to le�t, press unless the waveform is RECTANGULAR
2) Otherwise, if the waveform has a base shape, press
3) Otherwise, if the waveform falls into either Variant A or B, press
4) If none of the above applies, press

STAGE 3:
1) If the waveform has a base shape or falls into Variant C, press
2) Otherwise, if the waveform falls into Variant A andmoves from le�t to right, press
3) Otherwise, if the waveform falls into Variant B, press
4) If none of the above applies, press

Important Note: If the LED labeled is blinking, proceed to the next page.
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If the LED labeled is blinking, follow these procedures instead:

STAGE 1:
1) If the waveform is RECTANGULAR or SINE andmoving from right to le�t, press
2) Otherwise, if the waveform is TRIANGULAR andmoving from le�t to right, press
3) Otherwise, if the waveform falls in the RECTANGULAR category, press
4) If none of the above applies, press

STAGE 2:
1) If the waveform has a base shape, press
2) If the waveform falls into Variant A, press
3) If the waveform falls into Variant B, press the button with the waveform category currently shown on

the oscilloscope
4) If the waveform falls into Variant C, press the button with the samewaveform category you saw on the

oscilloscope in STAGE 1

STAGE 3:
1) If the wavemoves from le�t to right, press the same button you pressed in Stage 1, unless the waveform

falls into Variant C
2) Otherwise, if the waveform shows a base shape, press the button with the samewaveform category

shown on the oscilloscope in Stage 2
3) Otherwise, if the waveform falls into Variant B, press the same button you pressed in Stage 2
4) If none of the above applies, press the button with the samewaveform category shown on the

oscilloscope in Stage 1
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TUBES WITH BUTTONS
�e old school bomb-aficionados still prefer the vintage tubemodules to today’s digital
bombs. �ey just create a “warmer” ambience and are less sterile than their transistor
counterparts.
NOTE: If there are toggle switches instead of push-buttons, refer to the next page.
Observe the sequence of the tubes lighting up and trace the signal path on the diagram below.
Note the sequence of the numbers that the signal passes and enter that exact sequence by pressing the
buttons in order to defuse this module.
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TUBES WITH SWITCHES
Refer to the following Edwards diagram to find out for each tube if it should be activated by �lipping the
corresponding switch underneath:

Tube has a
red label

Tube has a
white label

Tube brand
is Valvo

Tube size
is 78mm o –Do not touch that switch

1 – Flip switch and activate the tube
2 – Flip switch only if the bomb features a CANNON interface*
3 – Flip switch only if the bomb features a DIN interface*
4 – Flip switch if there is at least one tube by Telefunken

* for information on interfaces refer to Appendix B: Interfaces55mm 78mm
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BACK IN THE USSR
Quite obviously this bombwas built in the Soviet Union.
You will find the name of the production facility written in Cyrillic letters on the type
label on the back of the bomb*. (next to the symbol)
Inspect the Cyrillic label carefully. Some Letters are only used in certain Soviet countries.
�e diagram on the next page shows which country uses which special characters.
Press the �lag of the country that the bombwas built in to defuse this module.

Belarus Georgia Kazakhstan Russia Ukraine

Red Green Blue

*Formore information on the type label refer to Appendix A:�e Serial Number
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Common letters used in all USSR countries are:
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TIMER WITH A BUTTON
In somemore advanced bombs the timer will feature a star labeled button with a light
frame. In this case, the timer itself will need to be defused as well. Identify the color of
the light frame to find out how to defuse the timermodule:

LIGHT OFF (BLACK)
Press the button until the light turns on. Hold the button, identify the color of the light and refer to the
respective section on the next pages.

BLUE LIGHT
Press and release the button quickly, as soon and as long as the last digit of the timer shows the value below.
Refer to the following table to find out the correct value:
Manufacturing date* 1970-1974 1975-1978 1979-1982
Early 4 3 5

Middle 2 7 0

End 6 1 9

* formore information on themanufacturing year, refer to Appendix A:�e Serial Number
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RED LIGHT
Press and hold the button when the last digit of the timer shows the value below.
Keep holding the button, identify the changed color of the light and refer to the respective section.
Military unit* Infantry Air Force Navy None

Last digit 6 8 7 0

YELLOW LIGHT
Keep holding the button and release only when the first digit (minutes) and last digit (seconds) of the timer
match the following values:

First digit is Release only when…
4 …the last digit is the same number as the second digit
0 or 2 …the last digit is equal to the second digit multiplied by 2 (10 = 0)
1 or 3 …the last digit is equal to the second digit added to the first digit

* formore information on themilitary unit, refer to Appendix A:�e Serial Number
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WHITE LIGHT
Keep holding the button and release only when the second digit (tens of seconds) and the LED condition of the
last digit (seconds) match the following values:

Second
digit is

Active LEDs

0 Release only if LEDs F and G are active
1 Release only if LEDs D and E are active
2 Release if only one of LEDs D or G is active,

but not both of them
3 Release only if LEDs A, B and C are active
4 Release if only one of LEDs E or F is active,

but not both of them
5 Release only if LED B is inactive

GREEN LIGHT
�emodule is defused.
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TOKYO METRO
�ere is an out of control metro with a bomb running in downtown Tokyo.
Find out the correct metro line in order to defuse this module.
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PAN AM
We are looking for a Pan Am �light departing fromNew York.�e airport short code of
the �light’s destination is being transmitted by our agents viaMorse code.
Identify the �light number from the Pan Am �light plan on the next page and enter it in
order to disarm this module.

MORSE CODE: LIST OF AIRPORTS:
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COMBINATION LOCK
�ismodule is protected by a rotating lock with a secret labyrinth structure inside.
Navigate the silver ball through themaze by holding the device upright in front of you
and rotate it in steps of 90° clockwise or counter-clockwise. Be careful not to hit any
hidden alarm trigger (shown as ●) with the ball.
NOTE: Start the lock picking by pulling the trigger. You cannot work on any other part of
the bomb until you have unlocked the combination lock.
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ENIGMA
�e bomb designer used a rather outdatedWWII ciphermachine with rotating gears
to encode the name of a world capital.�e encoded word is shown on themachine.
Figure out the name of the city by searching through the possible wheel positions on
the next page. Once the city has been identified, enter the continent of that capital to
defuse this module.
For a list of world capitals, refer to Appendix C:�eCIA List ofWorld Capitals

HOWTOUSEACYPHERMACHINEWITHROTATINGGEARS:
1) Identify the sequence of the gears
2) Set the wheels so they show the codeword on one line

(i.e. SAENEM)
3) Look for another line that has ameaningful word written out

(i.e. BEIRUT)
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GEIGER COUNTER
If the Geiger Counter appears, nuclearmaterial is located close to you.
Don’t Panic– Alpha particles are only dangerous if you inhale them.
Hold your breath and focus on following the standard procedure:

1) Hold the Geiger Counter in front of you, strictly horizontal. It will only work if the spirit level is
centered. Slowly turn around yourself le�t and right to locate the source of radiation in the surrounding
area. You will know you found it when the signal meter reaches the red level, and the noise builds up.

2) Refine your orientation until distinct peaks are visible within the alpha-spectrum.
3) Employ the Alpha spectra reference provided below to identify the radioactivematerial and press the

appropriate button to disarm this module.

Americium

241Am 242Am

Berkelium

247Bk 249Bk
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Bismuth

210Bi 214Bi

Curium

241Cm 244Cm

Plutonium

241Pu 244Pu

Polonium

209Po 210Po

�orium Uranium

229Th 230U
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APPENDIX A: THE SERIAL NUMBER
�e bombwas assembled in a facility in the Soviet Union. You will find the name of the
facility and the serial number on the back of the bomb by holding the device
upside-down over your head.
�e Facility is printed next to a star symbol.
�e Serial Number is printed next to a№ label and follows a unified code:
Q YY NNN M

YY is the year of production
Q is the time period during the year of production:

Д Early Jan – Apr
Ж Middle May – Aug
Б End Sep – Dec

NNN is the batch number of the bomb
M (optional) if the bombwas built for military purposes, M defines the branch it was built for:

П Пехота Infantry
В Воздушные Airforce
Ф Флот Navy
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APPENDIX B: INTERFACES
Youwill find the interface on the back of the bomb by holding the device
upside-down over your head. Identify the interface with the following table:

DIN-Speaker Interface, 2 Pins

DIN-Interface, 5 Pins

DIN-Interface, 6 Pins

CANNOND-Sub DE-9

CANNOND-Sub DA-15

CANNOND-Sub DB-19

CANNONXLR

ROBOTRONEFS-39

Micro-Ribbon / CENTRONICS 36 Pins

Micro-Ribbon / CENTRONICS 50 Pins
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APPENDIX C: THE CIA LIST OF WORLD CAPITALS
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APPENDIX D: CREDITS

ESCAPE THE BOOMWAS CREATED BY
Michael Cramer (dimjon)– Puzzles, Graphics, Sounds, Music, Module Programming, Manual
Achim Stremplat – So�tware Development

MANUAL
Download this manual here for free: www.Escape-�e-BOOM.com
For themaximum game experience, we recommend to provide a printout of themanual to every player.
Language versions currently available: English, German, Spanish, French, Italian, Portuguese, Russian,
Chinese, Turkish, Ukrainian, Hebrew, Polish, Hungarian.
Please contact us if you would like to translate themanual to another language.

FEEDBACK
Send comments & feedback to contact@Escape-�e-BOOM.com

MEET US ON
● www.instagram.com/escapetheboom
● www.facebook.com/Escape-the-BOOM
● www.Escape-the-BOOM.com
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TRANSLATIONS
English and German Version byMichael Cramer
Un abrazo fuerte aMaría Berenguer for the Spanish translation.
Merci beaucoup à Aline Battini pour la traduction française.
Mille grazie a Corrado De Sanctis per la traduzione in italiano.
Muito obrigado a Éricson Sousa pela tradução para o português.
Красно дякуюКуніцькому Владиславу за переклад на українську та російську.
Большое спасибо Куницькому Владиславу за перевод на украинский и русский.

. רבהתודהאופיר.ענבלידיעללעבריתתורגם
谢谢程惠民，刘欣欣，刘无心和匡小燕的中文译本。

Türkçeye Kıvanç Karaca çevirdi. Teşekkürler!
Magyarra fordította Hornyák Gergely. Nagyon szépen köszönjük!
Podziękowania za przetłumaczenie dlaWiktora i Nikodema.

THANKS
Love to all the playtesters for their feedback & support, especially to the crazy folks at Play4Agile,
the Schubystrand Family, marenas, Herrenabend, Dominik, Elek, Veit, Marjoke, Maria, Alex & friends.
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BACK IN THEUSSR
● Di�ferences in Cyrillic Alphabets: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cyrillic_alphabets
● Cities and Villages in the European USSR: https://www.citypopulation.de/Russia_d.html

CHEROKEE CODE TALKERS
● Native American Code Talkers: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Code_talker
● Cherokee Nation Constitution: Tsalagi Text Example (languagegeek.com)
● Cherokee Code Talkers Coin: A Closer Look at 8 Native American Code Talker Coins - ICTNews

TUBES
● Tube graphics template:�e ABC of Vacuum Tubes in radio reception, E.H. Lewis, 1922

https://archive.org/stream/abcofvacuumtubes00lewi/abcofvacuumtubes00lewi

PAN AM
● PanAmTimetable of 1973: http://www.departed�lights.com/PA042973p2.html
● PanAmWorld Connectionsmap of 1973: http://www.departed�lights.com/PA042973.html

ENIGMA
● Explanation of the wheel cypher:

https://www.monticello.org/site/research-and-collections/wheel-cipher
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GEIGER COUNTER

● Table of Radioactive Isotopes: http://nucleardata.nuclear.lu.se/toi/

GENERALMANUAL LAYOUT ANDWORDING
● CIA Simple Sabotage FieldManual:

http://www.simplesabotage.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/Original-Manual.pdf
● Firing from Tanks - GDRNVA FieldManual (DE):

NVA FIELDMANUAL ENTITLED: "FIRING FROMTANKS" | CIA FOIA (foia.cia.gov)

FONTS USED:
● Alegreya, Montserrat, Oswald (Manual): https://fonts.google.com/
● PT Serif (Cyril): https://fonts.google.com/specimen/PT+Serif
● Antonio (MainMenu): http://www.1001fonts.com/antonio-font.html
● Digohweli (Cherokee): http://www.languagegeek.com/
● 07YasashisaBold (Japanese): http://www.fontna.com/blog/736/
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VERSION HISTORY
v. 1.90.604
● First version of themanual

v. 2.40.512
● NEWMODULE: Geiger Counter
● Table of Radioactive Isotopes in References, Reference links updated
● Table of contents updated / line spacing: 1.15
● Fonts, thanks & available language versions updated
● Leaner Appendix structure
● Twitter link removed
● Changed page numbers of appendix to A x so that the wholemanual does not have to be reprinted for

newmodules

KUDOS

If you own a PC or a console, you should also play “Keep Talking andNobody Explodes” - the ingenious
creators of this genre.KUDOS!
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